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This training program was developed under contract 212‐2009‐M‐32109 from the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention/National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
and grant SH‐23551‐12‐60‐F‐11 from the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration. The views expressed in these materials and video presentations do not
necessarily reflect the official policies of the Department of Health and Human Services;
nor does mention of trade names, commercial practices, or organization imply
endorsement by the U.S. Government.
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Preventing Runovers and Backovers
Instructor Background Information
Overview:
This training program provides information to minimize runover and backover incidents in roadway work zones. Course
materials contain information needed to develop and implement Internal Traffic Control Plans (ITCPs) on roadway
construction sites as the primary means to reduce runovers and backovers. The target audience includes site workers, safety
professionals and company safety officers, senior project managers, site superintendents and lead persons. The training
would also be valuable for roadway owners including resident engineers and construction managers.
The program is designed to be broken apart for specific audiences. For example, Modules 1 & 2 could be used as stand‐alone
modules to train non‐management employees (laborers, operators, truck drivers, etc.) about ITCP concepts so they would
understand the importance of compliance with the program and basic concepts needed to implement ITCPs. Modules 1 & 2
could be further supplemented with the video and introductory slides from Module 7 if the construction project will include
technology such as cameras and other proximity warning devices for this same audience.
For equipment operators and truck drivers, Modules 1, 2 and Module 3 should be combined to provide instruction on safe
operations within the work area and proper methods for entering and exiting the work space. For site superintendents and
lead persons, Modules 1 – 6 are appropriate. Module 7 contains detailed information related to collision avoidance
technology and would be used only if the participants needed detailed information on these resources. A brief explanation of
such technologies is included at the end of Module 2 and should be sufficient for most audiences.
Objectives:
Upon completion of the full course, participants should be able to do the following:
 Explain the most common cause of death and injury for roadway construction workers;
 Explain the elements of an Internal Traffic Control Plan and the hazards ITCPs are designed to mitigate;
 Discuss the roles and responsibilities all members of the construction team have with regards to successful
deployment of an ITCP;
 Explain their role in ensuring an ITCP functions properly on a job site;
 Develop an ITCP for any project on which they will work;
 Implement an ITCP on a construction site
Instruction Time: Four‐Hour Version:
Module
0 – About OSHA
1 – Principles of “Internal Traffic Control”
2 – Workers on Foot
3 – Access and Egress
4 – Productivity
5 – Roles and Responsibilities
6 – Developing the Program
Total Course Time

Presentation Time
30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
20 minutes
20 minutes
80 minutes

Running Time___
30 Minutes
60 minutes
90 minutes
120 minutes
140 minutes
160 minutes
240 minutes
4 hours

7 – Technology Module (optional)

60 minutes

300 minutes

Instruction Time: Two‐Hour Version:
Module
1 – How Can I Use OSHA
2 – Principles of “Internal Traffic Control
3 – Safety Workers on Foot
4 – Vehicle Access and Egress
5 – Developing the ITCPs
Total Course Time
2

Presentation Time
20 minutes
30 minutes
20 minutes
15 minutes
35 minutes

Running Time___
30 minutes
50 minutes
70 minutes
85 minutes
120 minutes
2 hours
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(Note – The instructor background information is numbered for modules based on the four‐hour course. Materials should
be adapted for the two‐hour version)

Module 1 – Principles of “Internal Traffic Control” for Roadway Construction:
Construction contractors, contracting agencies, and others responsible for work zone safety face the challenge of providing a
safe workplace while ensuring the safe movement of the public through the work zone. Highway and street construction
presents a complex work situation in which workers face multiple injury risks under conditions that may change without
warning. The concept of an Internal Traffic Control Plan (ITCP) involves coordination of construction traffic inside the activity
area of a temporary traffic control zone. The purpose of ITCP is to separate—to the extent possible—construction vehicles
and equipment from workers on foot.
Those involved in roadway construction are likely familiar with temporary traffic control plans (TTCP) which describe how a
specific work zone is to be set up to ensure the safety of the motoring public. Construction workers, equipment and vehicles
within the work space, however, are not addressed in the TTCP. The internal traffic control plan (ITCP) is a process that
project managers and others who have production responsibility for roadway construction projects can use to coordinate and
control the flow of construction vehicles, equipment, and workers operating in close proximity within the work space to
ensure the safety of workers.
ITCPs align smoothly with regulations issued by both the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) requiring development and execution of safety programs for construction workers.
For example, FHWA’s Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) contains the following prescription in Section
6B.01–Fundamental Principles of Temporary Traffic Control: “Road user and worker safety and accessibility in TTC zones
should be an integral and high‐priority element of every project from planning through design and construction.”
MUTCD Section 6D.03 Worker Safety Considerations
Support: Equally as important as the safety of road users traveling through the TTC zone is the safety of workers. TTC
zones present temporary and constantly changing conditions that are unexpected by the road user. This creates an even
higher degree of vulnerability for workers on or near the roadway.
Maintaining TTC zones with road user flow inhibited as little as possible, and using TTC devices that get the road user’s
attention and provide positive direction are of particular importance. Likewise, equipment and vehicles moving within the
activity area create a risk to workers on foot. When possible, the separation of moving equipment and construction vehicles
from workers on foot provides the operator of these vehicles with a greater separation clearance and improved sight lines to
minimize exposure to the hazards of moving vehicles and equipment.
Guidance: The following are the key elements of worker safety and TTC management that should be considered to
improve worker safety:
A. Training—all workers should be trained on how to work next to motor vehicle traffic in a way that minimizes their
vulnerability. Workers having specific TTC responsibilities should be trained in TTC techniques, device usage, and
placement.
B. Temporary Traffic Barriers—temporary traffic barriers should be placed along the work space depending on factors
such as lateral clearance of workers from adjacent traffic, speed of traffic, duration and type of operations, time of day, and
volume of traffic.
C. Speed Reduction—reducing the speed of vehicular traffic, mainly through regulatory speed zoning, funneling, lane
reduction, or the use of uniformed law enforcement officers or flaggers, should be considered.
D. Activity Area—planning the internal work activity area to minimize backing-up maneuvers of construction vehicles
should be considered to minimize the exposure to risk.
E. Worker Safety Planning—a trained person designated by the employer should conduct a basic hazard assessment for
the worksite and job classifications required in the activity area. This safety professional should determine whether
engineering, administrative, or personal protection measures should be implemented. This plan should be in accordance
with the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, as amended, “General Duty Clause” Section 5(a)(1) - Public Law 91596, 84 Stat. 1590, December 29, 1970, as amended, and with the requirement to assess worker risk exposures for each
job site and job classification, as per 29 CFR 1926.20 (b)(2) of “Occupational Safety and Health Administration Regulations,
General Safety and Health Provisions” (see Section 1A.11).

OSHA construction industry regulations (29 CFR* 1926, Subpart O) address operation of vehicles and equipment within an
off‐highway job site not open to public traffic. However, Subpart O is not exhaustive in its coverage of machinery types or
safety equipment, nor does it address work practices, traffic control plans, or shift work. Flagging and signaling practices are
3
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discussed in general terms in Subpart G, which covers signs, signals, and barricades. Subpart G defers to the 1971 MUTCD on
matters relating to hand signals, barricades, and traffic control devices.
Compliance with the MUTCD and OSHA regulations is a necessary first step in providing a safe work environment. However,
these sources, taken together, do not provide comprehensive guidance to ensure worker safety in highway work zones. To
identify gaps in standards and regulations and to compile additional prevention measures to enhance worker safety, NIOSH
undertook a comprehensive review of scientific literature, fatality and injury data, and current safety research. Many of the
findings from nearly a decade of research are contained in this training program.
Internal Traffic Control Plans: In simple terms, ITCPs are a protocol to inform all parties operating within the work space
about the location of others. ITCPs create “zones” designed to minimize interaction between workers on foot and
construction vehicles by designating routes and operating procedures for large trucks delivering materials.
The plan also creates a traffic pattern to minimize backing. This is one of the most important elements of the ITCP as backing
is the greatest hazard for workers on foot. An effective plan enables communication among all work zone parties in advance
of arrival to the construction site, making sure all parties know the location of access points and the proper path for truck and
equipment movement, including pickup trucks and other work vehicles.
The movement of workers and equipment within the work space should be planned in a manner similar to the way the TTC
plan guides road users through a work zone. Whereas Temporary Traffic Control Plans focus on moving traffic safely through
a work zone, Internal Traffic Control Plans focus on keeping workers on foot from being struck by construction equipment
and large trucks. TTCPs and ITCPs contain common principles, including:





Providing clear direction to drivers
Separating moving vehicles from workers on foot
Using temporary traffic control devices to mark traffic paths, and
Maintaining a smooth traffic flow

The need for ITCPs: During the 5 years from 2003 to 2007, 639 workers were killed at road construction sites, according to
data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI) program. The majority of these fatal
occupational injuries were incurred by workers in the highway, street, and bridge construction industry. (2)
The most common event associated with fatal occupational injuries at a road construction site was worker struck by vehicle,
mobile equipment. Of the 639 total fatal occupational injuries at road construction sites during the 2003–07 period, 305 were
due to a worker being struck by a vehicle or mobile equipment.
More workers were killed by construction‐related vehicles or equipment (38 percent) than by cars, tractor‐trailer trucks, and
vans (33 percent). A total of 100 fatally injured workers (33 percent) were employed as construction laborers. Another 37 (12
percent) were employed as highway maintenance workers. First‐line construction supervisors and managers accounted for
28 (9 percent) of the fatalities, while crossing guards (including flaggers) accounted for 27 fatalities (9 percent). Almost 10
percent of the fatalities resulted from a worker being struck by a dump truck that was backing up. (2)
Blind Spots: A blind spot (or blind area) is the area around a vehicle or piece of construction equipment that is not visible to
the operator, either by direct line‐of‐sight or indirectly by use of internal and external mirrors. Each vehicle has its own,
unique blind spots. Operators should be familiar with the blind spots surrounding each piece of equipment he or she
operates and should be sensitive to the fact workers and other objects cannot be seen in certain areas.
Blind spots are hazardous because workers on foot often perform tasks near moving equipment and vehicles, or walk by
equipment en route to another destination. When they enter a blind spot, the worker is virtually invisible to the operator. (4)
Construction equipment is typically large and has an enclosed cab. These characteristics can make the blind areas very large
and difficult for the operator to see. Also, the size of construction vehicles and equipment often place truck drivers and
equipment operators high above the ground. They cannot see workers on foot crossing close in front of them. Items placed
on the dash board or attached equipment can create even larger blind spots and reduce visibility. There are several basic
actions workers must take to avoid hazardous blind spots:
4
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Do not cross directly in front of, imm
mediately behind or in close proximity to laarge heavy equ
uipment or tru
ucks.
unicate with an
n operator (verbally and/or by
b confirming ssignal) before entering any aarea near heavyy
Commu
equipm
ment or large trrucks.
If workkers are require
ed to be near parked
p
equipm
ment or trucks, stand in front or on operato
or side so if equ
uipment
comes into use, the operator
o
can se
ee them and th
hey can see thee operator.

Since 1982 NIOSSH has investiggated hundredss of work‐relatted deaths andd produces FAC
CE reports (Fattality Assessmeent and
ontrol Evaluatiion) with recom
mmendations to
t better prote
ect workers. TThe following case study mayy be shared witth the class
Co
w
when discussingg worker behavvior issues:
R
Roadway Co
onstruction Worker
W
Dies From
F
Crushiing Injuries W
When Backed Over by a Dump Truck
k – Virginia:
N
NIOSH 2002--06: http://ww
ww.cdc.gov/niosh/face/In-h
house/full2002
206.html
In this case, a 34-year old construction worker was killed
k
when he
e was backed
d over by the d
dump truck shown in this
p
photo. The death occurred
d in 2002 in Virginia.
V
The worker
w
who w
was killed wass walking alon
ng the side off a grader
n
near the cente
er of the road
d. He was pic
cking up cente
erline reflecto
ors that had be
een pulled ou
ut by the grad
der when he
w
was run over by the dump truck. The lo
oaded dump truck
t
was baccking towardss the paver at the time of th
he incident.
O
Over the pastt decade, NIO
OSH has deve
eloped diagrams that depicct the area aro
ound a vehiclle
tthat an operattor cannot see. These map
ps have been
n developed fo
or more than 40 pieces of
h
heavy equipm
ment using an International Organization
n for Standard
dization (ISO)) test method.
A
Along with the
e ISO standarrd ground-lev
vel map, NIOS
SH added dia
agrams at 900
0 mm, the
of the 95th
h
height of mos
st construction
n barrels, and
d 1500 mm, which
w
is the sh
houlder level o
p
percentile fem
male.
See http://ww
ww.cdc.gov/niiosh/topics/hig
ghwayworkzo
ones/BAD/ima
agelookup.htm
ml
h
http://www.wo
orkzonesafety
y.org/runover_
_backover/kn
now_the_blind
d_spots_postter

M
Module 2 - Workers
W
on Foot:
Haabits and Beha
avior: When developing an ITTCP, it is imporrtant to considder human beh
havior. For exaample, where aare workers
likkely to stand or congregate? On hot days, is there shade nearby? Wherre are the latriines? Where m
might workers sstand when
co
old? If raining?? If workers are
e likely to walkk to a location, is there a safee route for them to get theree? A good ITCP
P will
in
nclude such con
nsiderations.
urs with increassing frequencyy. Can workerss use phones o
on the job? Ho
ow does the forreman
Raadio and cell phone use occu
co
ommunicate with
w all the othe
er parties? Wh
hen talking on the phone, peeople frequentlly plug the earr away from the phone
an
nd look to the ground so theyy can concentrrate on the call in a busy, noi sy environmen
nt. When theyy do so, they w
will not see
daangers or hearr alarms. How might the ITCP
P control for th
his behavior? CCan a place(s) b
be designated to making and
d receiving
caalls? Human faactors play an important
i
role
e in ITCP develo
opment and shhould be consid
dered carefullyy.
PORT:
NIOSH FACE REP
Laborer Run
n Over by Du
ump Truck att Roadway Resurfacing
R
O
Operation—V
Virginia:
NIOSH 1998-19: http://ww
ww.cdc.gov/niosh/face/In-h
house/full981 9.html
In this case, the
t worker crrossed in front of the paverr, walking alon
ng the centerr line. We don
n’t know exacctly why he
crossed the road
r
– since it was a hot da
ay, he may ha
ave decided tto take a brea
ak under the ttrees on the o
opposite
side. As he crossed
c
the center
c
line and
d walked into the unpaved lane, he step
pped into the path of a tandem axle
dump truck th
hat was trave
eling about 5 mph.
m
The driv
ver had been
n looking into his rear view mirror to makke sure he
had cleared the
t paver. It is possible that this is whe
en the right fro
ont wheel of the truck strucck the victim.
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W
Worker Visibilitty: Workers must be clearly visible
v
to drive
ers and operatoors. High visibility garments are now requiired by
bo
oth FHWA and OSHA for all workers,
w
not ju
ust those expossed to motoristts/on‐road traffic. These ageencies require workers to
bee dressed in a minimum ANSSI Class II vest. The make‐up of these vests is explained in
n a standard kn
nown as the AN
NSI/ISEA
10
07 "American National
N
Stand
dard for High‐V
Visibility Appare
el." This standdard describes three “classess” of vests. An ANSI Class
Io
or “unrated” ve
est is not appropriate for roaadway construction workers. The most com
mmon class of garment for ro
oad
co
onstruction wo
ork is Class II. A Class II vest will
w not likely have
h
sleeves, bbut is closed on
n the sides and must be fasteened in
front to provide
e coverage at 360 degrees. The background
d fabric must bbe fluorescent and it will have retroreflectivve tape on
he front, back and
a sides.
th
ent is appropriate for night work
w
and some daylight situattions where w
workers need m
maximum visibility. Class
A Class III garme
IIII garments mayy be created by adding pantss (Class E) to a Class II vest, o r by using a veest or jacket that covers the ffull torso
nd has full or partial
p
sleeves.
an
W
When choosing a vest, conside
er the approprriate fluorescen
nt color. Somee states have sspecific regulattions as to the color of
th
he vest. If yourr jurisdiction iss not specific, follow
f
the ANSI/ISEA standarrd that requiress the worker to
o be distinguisshed from
th
he background. In other worrds, if workers are around a lo
ot of orange baarrels and equ
uipment, yellow
w‐green might be the best
co
olor. If they are working arou
und green foliaage and trees, orange‐red woould be best.
FHWA: MUTCD 6D.03, De
ecember 200
09 Edition
A workers, inc
cluding emerg
gency respon
nders, within tthe right-of-wa
ay
Standard: All
w
who are expo
osed either to traffic (vehicles using the highway for p
purposes of
ttravel) or to work
w
vehicles and construc
ction equipme
ent within the TTC zone shall
w
wear high-vis
sibility safety apparel
a
that meets
m
the Perrformance Cla
ass 2 or 3
requirements
s of the ANSI/ISEA 107–20
004 publicatio
on entitled “Am
merican Natio
onal
S
Standard for High-Visibility
y Safety Appa
arel and Head
dwear” (see S
Section 1A.11),
o
or equivalentt revisions, an
nd labeled as
s meeting the ANSI 107-20
004 standard
performance for Class 2 or 3 risk expos
sure, except as
a provided in
n Paragraph 5
5. A
person designated by the employer to be
b responsible for worker ssafety shall
make the sele
ection of the appropriate
a
class of garme
ent.

OSHA: Lettter of Interprretation to ARTBA, July 2
23, 2009
Letter of In
nterpretation : The FHWA
A's rationale underlying the rule well
illustrates th
hat the industtry recognizess that construction workerss in
highway/ road constructi on work zone
es need prote
ection againstt the
hazard pose
ed by moving
g traffic. The FHWA's rece
ent mandatoryy
standard forr workers on ffederal-aid hiighways show
ws that struckk-by
hazards in highway/road
h
d construction work zones a
are well recog
gnized by
the construc
ction industryy. Accordinglyy, high-visibilitty apparel is rrequired
under the General
G
Duty C
Clause to pro
otect employe
ees exposed tto the
danger of being struck byy public and cconstruction ttraffic while w
working in
highway/roa
ad constructio
on work zoness. Typically, w
workers in a
highway/roa
ad work zone are exposed
d to that hazarrd most of the
e time.

Ad
dditional inform
mation related
d to high visibillity clothing can be found in tthe appendicess to this docum
ment. Please seee OSHA
Guidance Letterr to ARTBA and
d the Worker Visibility
V
Guidan
nce produced bby the Work Zoone Safety Allia
ance.
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Backing Safety: “Backing” is one of the most dangerous situations in which workers on foot are vulnerable, especially if the
equipment is a large dump truck. There are several key principles to safe backing in work zones:
1.
2.
3.

The work area should be organized to minimize backing;
Backing should only take place in designated locations;
There should be clear communication between the operator and workers on foot before backing begins.

In addition to the safe backing principles, there are several good practices each type of worker in the construction zone
should employ:
1. Operators should be certain of their surroundings and the location of workers, equipment and ground obstacles
2. Spotters should be identified and used when possible and practical, especially when backing or maneuvering near
workers on foot or other hazardous conditions
3. All workers should be trained to avoid approaching or working near backing equipment
4. Operators and drivers should avoid backing up unless necessary
5. Operators and drivers must walk around their vehicle to check for hazards
6. Operators, drivers and workers on foot should be aware of blind areas
Given the known hazards involved in backing large construction vehicles, several states have enacted statues to govern safe
backing practices.
Washington State: WAC 296-155-610

Virginia State: 16 VAC 25-97

Before backing a dump truck the driver must
determine that no one is currently in the backing
zone and it is reasonable to expect that no
employee will enter the backing zone while
operating the dump truck in reverse.
If employees are in the backing zone or it is
reasonable to expect that an employee will enter
the backing zone, you must make sure the truck is
backed up only when:
 An observer signals that it is safe to back; or
 An operable mechanical device that provides
the driver a full view behind the dump truck is
used, such as a video camera.

Do not back-up any covered vehicle unless it has
a back-up alarm audible above the surrounding
noise level, and it is backed-up only when a
ground guide signals that it is safe to do so; or
before backing-up, the driver looks to see that no
employee is in the path of the vehicle.
 If the back-up alarm stops working properly &
an immediate fix is not possible that day, the
vehicle shall be backed-up using ground guide
signals; or taken out of service until the alarm
is repaired.
 Covered vehicles with operable video or
similar technological capability can replace
ground guide.

Vehicle Pathways: A critical step in developing an ITCP is plotting where workers on foot will normally be located, the types
of equipment in the work area, and the path for each piece of equipment. The paths for truck and construction vehicle
movement should be planned in conformance with the principles of safe construction traffic control. Long backing
maneuvers for dump trucks should be avoided and points of access and egress of trucks moving within the work space should
be controlled. Workers on foot should be located as far as possible from vehicle paths. Parking, toilet, and break areas
should be staged away from the principal conflict points involved with the paving rollers and dump trucks.
In some situations, such as stationary/long‐term worksites, the route may be marked with temporary traffic control devices.
Serious consideration to marking pathways should be given when:
 Deliveries of materials are completed by a variety of subcontractors/ independent drivers who are not familiar with
the site and procedures;
 Multiple operations occur in close proximity to each other;
 Workers on foot are in the vicinity.

7
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When creating vehicle pathways, the primary concerns are ensuring the drivers/operators know where they should‐ and
should not go and ensuring workers know the areas to avoid. Route planning occurs before vehicles arrive on site to separate
operations, minimize backing, and provide clear guidance.

Module 3 – Access/Egress
The establishment and maintenance of safe access and egress points are key determinants of project safety. In order for
roadway construction jobs to maintain safe operations, there must be procedures to allow for safe and efficient passage of
work vehicles into and out of the work space and for motorists to travel through the work zone. Effectively addressing safe
access and egress at the project level requires planning during the project development phase and implementing traffic
control plans throughout the entire project. (3)
In December 2007, the U.S. Federal Highway Administration issued a new rule, 23 CFR 630 Subpart K, to promote safety for
workers and motorists in roadway construction zones. One section of the new rule states, “In addition to addressing risks to
workers and road users from motorized traffic, the agency processes, procedures, and/or guidance . . .should also address
safe means for work vehicles and equipment to enter and exit traffic lanes and for delivery of construction materials to the
work space, based on individual project characteristics and factors.”
Access to and egress from highway construction and maintenance zones presents a significant challenge to both travelers and
work crews when the work is taking place on or adjacent to a highway that is open to traffic. This is especially true if the
highway carries high traffic volumes or traffic speeds are high. Safety challenges include:





Motorists following construction vehicles into the work space;
Acceleration and deceleration of construction vehicles as they exit and enter open traffic lanes;
Proximity of pedestrians to access and egress locations; and
Proximity of parked or staged equipment to passing motorists or to exit and entry points.

Motorists following construction vehicles and acceleration/deceleration require intervention and coordination between ITCPs
and TTCPs. Access and egress issues are most effectively addressed in the temporary traffic control (TTC) planning and design
phase before construction begins, and should be addressed in the ITCP in conjunction with other planning requirements. The
designer should address how contractors will safely move personnel, materials, and equipment into and out of the work area
with minimum disruption to traffic and exposure of workers to the traveling public. While proper planning is important,
systematic reviews of changing conditions are also essential throughout construction to ensure that planned access and
egress points meet safety and mobility performance needs.
Construction vehicles entering or exiting the work space can create significant speed differentials between themselves and
normal traffic using the facility. Large speed differentials have significant adverse effects on both work zone capacity and
work zone crashes and should be minimized as much as possible. Access and egress considerations are particularly
challenging in large‐scale projects or on high speed/limited access highways.
In addition, projects with significant roadside development and frequent driveway access points create construction vehicle
acceleration and deceleration conflicts.
Project planners and work zone designers should strive to anticipate conditions requiring work vehicles to merge in/out of
high‐speed traffic or work activities that will generate frequent delivery of materials (i.e., paving operations, bridge work, and
aggregate work). Planners must ensure adequate right‐of‐way is secured and obstacles are identified to allow for safe vehicle
operations into and out of the activity area. Depending on the work operation, planners should also consider where vehicles
waiting to deliver materials will be positioned so that they are not queued in active travel lanes.
On some projects, access/egress points may need to be relocated from time to time. On other projects, access/egress points
may be used during some phases but not during others. In both cases, there are likely periods when work activity is not
occurring and thus access/egress points are not active. All warning signs noting work zone access and egress activities should
be covered or removed when work is not active. Appropriate techniques and strategies need to be in place during the day‐
to‐day construction activities to facilitate safe utilization of access and egress points.
8
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Co
ontractors sho
ould provide ap
ppropriate info
ormation to wo
ork vehicle drivvers so that theey know the saafe locations to
o enter or
exxit the work zo
one. For most projects,
p
contraactors, subcon
ntractors, supe rvisors, and aggency/company officials need
d special,
sitte specific training to ensure the movemen
nt of construction vehicles annd motorist traaffic operates in a smooth, co
oordinated
faashion. In manyy situations, su
ubcontractors and
a independe
ent truck drive rs are not inclu
uded in these d
discussions. W
Work
veehicle access/e
egress plans, in
ncluding any ch
hanges to previously used plaans, should be discussed with
h and commun
nicated to
co
ontractor employees, truck drivers,
d
owner//agencies, and others who arre likely to visitt the constructtion site. This d
discussion
m
may take place during
d
partnerring or pre‐shifft meetings wh
hen subcontracctors are preseent.
e direction of construction
c
co
ontractors incluude maintainin
ng a clear/open
n area around
Acctivities that occur under the
acccess/egress points where eq
quipment or ve
ehicles should not be parked . Contractors aare also respon
nsible for educcating on‐
sitte employees about
a
areas ne
ear access/egre
ess points thatt are prone to hheavy truck traaffic and inspeection of truckss entering
th
he work area fo
or proper safetty functions (i.e
e., lights, beacons, backup allarms, and other safety featu
ures).

FHWA: 23 CFR part 630, Subpart K
(e) Work Veh
hicles and Equ
uipment.
In addition to addressing risks
r
to worke
ers and road users
u
from mo
otorized
ttraffic, the agency process
ses, procedurres, and/or gu
uidance estab
blished in
accordance with
w 23 CFR 630.1006
6
sho
ould also addrress safe mea
ans for
w
work vehicles
s and equipment to enter and
a exit traffic
c lanes and fo
or
delivery of co
onstruction ma
aterials to the
e work space, based on ind
dividual
project characteristics and
d factors.

M
Module 4 – Productivity
W
When considere
ed during the planning
p
and design phases, an
a ITCP integraates easily into
o other plannin
ng processes su
uch that it
do
oes not require
e significantly more
m
time or resources
r
to im
mplement. Antticipating ITCP needs will imp
prove delivery schedules
an
nd processes, minimize
m
disruptions, improvve safety, and create
c
more effficiency.
n important paart of and interrnal traffic control plan is how
w you will han dle communiccations on site. In developingg and ITCP,
An
on
ne must consid
der how you will
w communicate with driverss before they aarrive. Planning for this comm
munication will translate
in
nto overall bettter communicaation with all su
ubcontractors with regards tto other on‐sitee scheduling and activities.
he ITCP should
d operate thouggh the existingg “Chain of Com
mmand” ensurring responsibilities for carryiing out the plan is
Th
asssigned and accounted. The most critical members
m
of the
e construction team to ensurre the ITCP enh
hances producctivity will
bee site superviso
ors, equipment operators an
nd truck driverss. To facilitate communicatio
on among the parties, basic ccontact
in
nformation sho
ould be readily available, inclu
uding companyy personnel, otther on‐site co
ontractors, thee contracting aggency, and
em
mergency resp
ponse services.
n ITCP operatio
ons communiccation plan sho
ould include procedures for oorienting indep
pendent truck d
drivers and
An
su
ubcontractors to
t the work sp
pace and the ITTCP, methods of
o communicattion regarding changes in thee ITCP; a means for
w
workers on foott to talk with eq
quipment operators, truck drivers, and thee people in chaarge of controllling or coordin
nating the
flo
ow of vehicles and equipmen
nt entering and
d leaving the work
w
space, andd the movemeent of heavy eq
quipment within the work
sp
pace. Onsite co
ommunication
ns also require a means for grrader operatorrs, dozer operaators, truck drivers and scrap
per
op
perators to com
mmunicate witth each other and
a with the prime
p
and sub‐ccontractors.
he ability for all construction segments to communicate
c
with
w each otheer will not onlyy improve ITCP implementatio
on, but will
Th
allow for improvved communiccations regarding all construcction processess. For examplee, in addition to protecting w
workers,
here are other hazards that ITTCP will protecct against, inclu
uding hidden ddangers such as catch basins and open holees. ITCPs
th
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will guard against any excavation work in or around wall openings. The plan will also provide protection to site visitors, such
as inspectors and DOT personnel. ITCP planning will ensure operators do not operate equipment around overhead power
lines unless they are authorized and trained to do so.
ITCPs work in tandem with project scheduling processes. In addition to assigning dates to project activities, project
scheduling is intended to match the resources of equipment, materials and labor with project work tasks over time. Good
scheduling can eliminate problems due to production bottlenecks, facilitate the timely procurement of necessary materials,
and otherwise insure the completion of a project as soon as possible. Inasmuch as ITCPs require timely communication with
delivery vehicles (dump trucks), ITCP coordination and project scheduling fit together easily.

Module 5 – Roles and Responsibilities
There are many individuals who should be involved in implementing the ITCP. These may include:
 Safety Professional
 Inspectors/Quality Control
 Superintendent/ Project Manager
 Supervisor and Lead Person
 Workers on Foot
 Truck Drivers
 Equipment Operators
 Spotters
 Site “visitors”
– Surveyors
– OSHA
– Senior Management
Some of the people with roles critical to the safety of workers on foot and execution of the ITCP are discussed below.
While many people are involved, the plan is developed—in most instances—by one or more members of the contractor’s
staff and should be part of the project’s safety plan. The safety officer should be closely involved in developing the general
ITCP. However, it is the foreman, in collaboration with the project manager/site superintendent, who will actually develop
and implement the site‐specific ITCP as he/she is the one always on site. Every time the operation changes, the ITCP must
change. As such, the foreman must be intimately familiar with the principles of safe construction traffic control and be in
charge of the daily set up and monitoring of the ITCP. In reality, the ITCP is part of the production process.
Though general ITCP concepts should be considered in the early design and planning phases, the site‐specific plan should be
prepared after the contract is awarded but prior to the start of construction. The primary candidate for creating the initial
plan will likely be the company safety officer, but in some instances it may be developed by a paving foreman working with
the site superintendent. For more complex operations, the developer should meet the OSHA requirements of a “competent
person.”
The safety officer (or other designated competent person) should be intimately involved throughout the project's duration
and should have a role in the development and monitoring of the ITCP. A competent person who can identify safety hazards
and make changes to the ITCP, if needed, should be on‐site during all critical operations. Again, this would typically be the site
foreman. The person overseeing the ITCP should be aware of safe traffic control practices and meet the requirements of a
“knowledgeable” person as stated in the MUTCD. These duties may be assigned to more than one person who will work
together to develop, modify and execute the ITCP.
The project superintendent and/or project manager is a key person in ensuring an ITCP is implemented properly on the site.
While the superintendent/manager may assign one or more foremen to directly implement the plan, he/she controls the
various factors that must be coordinated to ensure cooperation in ITCP implementation. To properly implement the plan,
workers, operators, dump truck drivers, inspectors – virtually all site visitors must be apprised of the plan and made aware of
its basic operation. Such coordination and implementation is greatly facilitated with support of the person in charge of site
operations and the project schedule.
10
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With direct responsibility for on‐site operations, compliance with the project schedule and coordinating personnel, the
supervisor or lead person will play the most important role in developing and executing the ITCP. He/she should be involved
in initial planning activities. The supervisor/lead person will implement the plan by directing onsite operations and ensuring
workers on foot, operators, dump truck drivers and other onsite workers are apprised of the ITCP and know where and how
they should carry out their duties in compliance with the plan. The lead person/foreman will be responsible to ensure the
plan is updated as work progress and site conditions change. He/she is also responsible for general work place safety.
The truck boss needs to be informed about the daily plan as well as the initial planning of the site. He will provide vital
information affecting operation safety that should be considered in the planning process. In the training process those
involved need to recognize the primary purpose of the truck drivers: to deliver material. They want to do this as efficiently as
possible so they can return with another load. Their focus is aligned with the ticket taker on site, and the dump man once the
truck is in the queue.
Dump truck drivers present the greatest risk to workers on foot. According to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, dump
trucks are responsible for over ¼ of all runover or backover deaths in this industry. This is primarily because dump trucks
have large blind areas into which the driver cannot see; they are “visitors” to the site (bringing asphalt, aggregate and other
materials) and may not be aware of current site conditions and operations, and they are in constant movement on the site as
they enter, back‐up, empty materials, and then exit the work area. With regard to ITCPs, it is critical that drivers be informed
of the plan and know where they should and should not go. Drivers should be provided with ITCP instructions and receive
navigation assistance (spotters) when driving in the work space when appropriate. Simply, truck drivers on site need to
understand the ITCP and operate under the guidelines of the ITCP. This means it needs to be reasonable, understandable,
and communicated.

Module 6 – Developing the Program
For the purposes of developing an ITCP, the project should be considered in phases, with specific activities identified for each
phase. These are:
 Design
 Owner/Agency Planning
 Contractor Planning, and
 Construction
Ideally the ITCP should be considered from the very beginning of a project because some important elements—such as the
size of the work space—will be dictated by the amount of right‐of‐way, number of lane closures, etc. To facilitate proper
separation between workers on foot and mobile equipment, adequate space is necessary. If such considerations are not
anticipated from the beginning, it will be more difficult to organize a complete ITCP.
State and local agencies have significant influence upon decisions made during early planning of a project that impact the
options available to the contractor when developing an ITCP. For example, planners can ensure the project has access and
egress points that are not encumbered by roadway geometry or structures such as bridges. Forethought to ITCP needs will
impact the amount of right‐of‐way obtained for acceleration/deceleration lanes, access/egress points, and parking and
staging of vehicles. Some consideration may be allowed for contractor selection based on past safety performance.
The site‐specific portion of the ITCP will generally begin after the contract is awarded, but before construction worker
actually begins. The Contractor Planning Phase is an ideal time to negotiate responsibility for executing certain elements of
the ITCP. Duties can be allocated to the roadway owner, project engineer, superintendent, foremen and other personnel.
Risk can be properly allocated and process can be assigned such as participation in safety meetings, how and if law
enforcement will be used, location of access and egress points, and the amount of lane encroachments.
The ITCP is implemented during the construction phase. The ITCP should be part of the project’s safety plan. The site
supervisor/foreman should oversee implementation and will likely develop the site plan. As noted, foremen, supervisors,
lead persons and others are crucial for plan implementation and should be taught the principles of safe construction traffic
control. They will be in charge of daily set‐up and monitoring of the ITCP. Responsibilities for key personnel are assigned
and any remaining training is conducted during this phase. Onsite workers are provided training in both overall ITCP
concepts and specific implementation elements at their assigned work area. To function properly, the ITCP must be reviewed
11
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an
nd modified eaach day before the beginningg of each shift so
s employees ccan receive
in
nstruction on how it will be im
mplemented th
hat day. In add
dition, ITCPs m
may be
m
modified more frequently
f
as conditions
c
chan
nge throughou
ut the day.

ITTCP Elements
TTTC plans consisst of three basiic componentss: the traffic co
ontrol layout orr diagram, a
leegend explainin
ng symbols use
ed in the diagraam, and notes explaining porrtions of the
diiagram. The co
omponents of an
a ITCP are the
e same as for a TTC plan, but the
sp
pecifics of each
h part vary from
m those of TTC
C plans.

SAMPLE ITCP DIA
AGRAM
This diag
gram shows a basic
paving operation where workers
are not a
allowed to wallk behind
trucks, in
n front of the p
paver or
across th
he hot mat. IT
TCPs can
be simple
e or complica
ated,
dependin
ng on the ope
eration.
They ma
ay be hand-drawn or
illustrated
d, depending on need.

ITTCP Diagrams
ITTCP’s covered the
t “hatched” area demonstrrated in the traaffic control pl an. The
heeart of the ITCP is the diagram
m showing the
e layout of the work space annd the
m
movement of pe
ersonnel and vehicles
v
within the work spacce. Since the ITTCP will
in
nclude the acce
ess points to th
he work space, it will also sho
ow some parts of the
ovverall work zon
ne. However, there
t
is no need to show all of
o the work zonne and
teemporary traffiic control devicces because th
he TTC plan will cover the enttire work
zo
one.
n ITCP diagram
m may be the model
m
plan, a modified
m
mode
el plan, or a sepparate site‐
An
sp
pecific plan sho
owing the actual work space.. While the diagram does nott have to
bee to scale, it sh
hould be adequ
uate to give tho
ose reviewing the plan a goood concept
off how the safetty features will operate.
ITTCP Notes
Th
he ITCP notes contain
c
1) safe
ety points, 2) in
njury reduction
n measures, 3) site‐
sp
pecific provisio
ons, and 4) dutiies of various contractor
c
perssonnel. Safetyy points
in
nclude areas where pedestriaans are not allo
owed and buffe
er areas for vehicles such
ass rollers. Injuryy reduction me
easures specifyy when projectt safety meetinngs should
bee held, use of the
t ITCP, comm
munication nee
eds, coordinatiion of dump trruck
arrrivals and dep
partures, and re
eference to general safety re
equirements suuch as
OSHA and FHWA
A regulations. Site‐Specific Provisions
P
take into consideraation any
e unique to the
e specific site, such as accesss and egress pooints and
feeatures that are
prrogression of work.
w
Duties of
o the safety offficer, site supe
ervisor, workerrs on foot,
an
nd truck driverrs in safety term
ms are specifie
ed. The ITCP no
otes should incclude
prrovisions for co
ommunication between workkers, spotters for
f backing truucks, and
sitte speed limitss.
Leegend
Th
he legend explains the symbo
ols used on the
e ITCP diagram
m. Standard sym
mbols are
baased on those used in the MU
UTCD. Howeve
er, additional details
d
on classses of
peersonnel and vehicle
v
types arre needed in developing an ITCP for a pavinng
op
peration.
on
ITTCP Preparatio
Th
he ITCP is a wo
orking plan and
d will likely change frequentlyy throughout tthe day. In
m
most cases, it will
w be initially prepared
p
by co
ontractor perso
onnel after the contract is
aw
warded, but will be updated regularly as ne
eeded by onsite personnel. TThe ITCP is a
m
map of how the contractor chooses to comp
plete the consttruction projecct; therefore, itt
m
must be done affter the contraact is awarded. (A model plan
n for some of t he tasks
in
nvolved in the project
p
may be
e included in th
he PS and E pacckage). The ITTCP is then
uttilized during the project to reduce
r
worker injuries and faatalities.

DIAGRAM KEY
Worker F
Free Zone 
Empty Du
ump Truck 
Full Dump Truck 
Tack Trucck 
Roller 
Paving M
Machine 
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The ITCP must build on the information in the TTC plan and other contract documents. Site‐specific ITCPs are completed for
the phases of construction with large numbers of workers on foot in close interaction with trucks and other equipment. For
paving projects, this will generally be the paving phase, which requires a number of workers on foot to work near the dump
trucks bringing asphalt to the paving machine. For example one may create a separate ITCP for paving each lane of highway,
as well as a separate ITCP for each time the paver backs to begin the next lane. Bringing in a tack truck changes the ITCP to
account for its movement, the actions of a spotter, and possibly the hand application of tack to the pavement edge.
Step 1: Review Contract Documents and Model Plans
The contract document most relevant to the ITCP preparation is the project plan, annotated with information such as access
points and work sequencing plans. Also, a plan and cross section of the site and the sequence of construction is important to
review. Model plans are consulted to determine the basic layout of the paving operation.
Step 2: Determine Construction Sequence
In this step, identify the operations and sub‐operations for each phase of construction and list the personnel and equipment
required for each operation. If certain sub‐operations or tasks are identified as hazardous, a task‐specific ITCP should be
considered.
Step 3: Draw the Basic Work Area Layout
In this step, the configuration of the work area is drawn. The drawing does not need to be scaled, but it should be of
sufficient size to allow the addition of personnel and equipment paths to the ITCP. Access and egress points for dump trucks
will be shown on the ITCP; therefore, the existing traffic lanes will also be shown in most cases. In many circumstances, the
basic layout can be taken from the TTC plan for the phase being shown.
Step 4: Plot Pedestrian and Vehicle Paths
The pivotal step of the ITCP development is to plot where pedestrians will normally be located, the types of equipment in the
work area, and the path for each piece of equipment in the work area. For a paving operation, the main activity will be
around the paving machine. Dump trucks move into the work area to the front of the paver to deliver asphalt and then exit
the work area. Workers on foot led by a foreman will be stationed near the paver; a spotter should be guiding trucks and
directing the windrowing of asphalt in front of the paver. Other vehicles and workers on foot are stationed at various points
relative to the paver. For example, rollers will work the new pavement mat behind the paver, and inspectors will move to the
paver or mat behind the paver to sample the paving material.
The paths of vehicle movement should be planned in line with the principles of safe construction traffic control. Long backing
maneuvers for dump trucks should be avoided and points of access and egress of trucks moving to the paver should be
controlled. Pedestrians should be located as far as possible from vehicle paths. Parking, toilet, and break areas should be
staged away from the principal conflict points involved with the paving rollers and dump trucks.
Once you have established paths equipment will use and locations where ground workers will labor, plot “worker free zones”
to keep workers from congregating near equipment or vehicles paths.
Step 5: Locate Utilities, Storage, and Staging Areas
To complete the ITCP diagram, the location of utilities, storage areas for equipment and materials, and staging areas within
the work area are added to the diagram. Utilities that would impact the work area operations, such as power lines or catch
basins, should be shown on the ITCP. Special warning devices, such as overhead power lines awareness markers, should also
be added to the diagram. Equipment needed periodically should be stored in a safe area.
Step 6: Prepare ITCP Notes
The next step in the preparation of the ITCP is to write notes that explain the diagram and specify the duties of various
personnel in the work area. The notes can contain general conditions that are common to most paving operations and
specific conditions that are applicable for only that site and phase of construction. The notes of the ITCP should supplement
other contract documents but should not conflict with or supersede other contract provisions. Safety points can include a
description of pedestrian‐free areas and required buffer areas for vehicles, such as the minimum distance between the paver
and rollers. These notes become site audit tools that will assist supervisors in auditing the success of their safety program.
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Step 7: Develop a Communications Plan
The final step is developing and implementing a communications plan to inform and update the affected parties about ITCP.
The communications plan should include a listing of the individuals or groups of workers who require information and their
contact information, a schedule and plan for on‐site training, a means to communicate with truck drivers and other
occasional visitors, and a plan for regular communications as work progresses and the plan is updated.
There are several studies and research papers that have been developed which look in‐depth at the creation and viability of
Internal Traffic Control Plans. For more information, please look to references at the end of this document.

Module 7 – Technology
Work‐zone and ITCP safety efforts usually concentrate on “controls,” keeping workers and traffic separate. Traffic control,
signage and barriers are integral parts of every roadway construction project. Nevertheless, other technologies are important
to protect workers on foot for those activities which require them to work in close proximity to trucks and equipment.
Strategies to improve safe equipment operation within the work zone include the use of electronic signaling devices or
sensors to warn equipment operators of workers on foot in the immediate work area. Workers are constantly exposed to the
hazards produced by moving heavy equipment. By being exposed daily to the noise of warning devices of backing up
equipment, they can become accustomed to it, reducing the effectiveness of these devices in preventing accidents.
Therefore, other devices that emit a different noise should be considered in addition to the standard backing up alarms.
Other practices to improve safe equipment operation within the work zone while preventing worker accidents and fatalities
are also being developed. (5)
Back‐Up Alarms
The first line of defense is a working back‐up alarm. However, back‐up alarms are often not effective, due to excessive
background noise or the unconscious adjustment of workers to the regularity of alarms throughout the worksite. A recent
Department of Energy Safety Bulletin offered a solution: "Workers can become accustomed to the sound of backup alarms in
construction sites, thereby reducing their effectiveness in controlling accidents. Concerns about continued hazards have led
industry to develop supplementary control measures to warn of people or objects in the operator's obstructed view zone.
Such measures include rear‐viewing video cameras." Despite these concerns, traffic control managers should make sure all
vehicles have working alarms when they come on the site. Also, new types of alarms have been developed that distinguish
alarms from background noise and are easier to hear.

Application
Required for use on all heavy
construction equipment and dump
trucks (and other commercial
vehicles).

Strength

Limitation

Provides audible warning every time
the vehicle is geared into
reverse/when backing.

The sound is ubiquitous on
construction sites, especially where
a number of vehicles are operation.
Workers become accustomed to the
warning sound.

New and Emerging Technologies: New technologies include more complex collision warning systems which continue to
evolve. Currently there are different commercially available systems, such as cameras, radars, ultrasonic sensors, and radio
frequency identification (RFID) systems.
Back‐Up Camera and Radar Systems
Several large companies like UPS now use back‐up cameras or radar systems on their delivery trucks. Similar equipment exists
for construction trucks. After testing, NIOSH has concluded that back‐up cameras are helpful in giving operators a view of
what is behind them. They work best in combination with a radar system that beeps louder or faster when closing in on an
obstacle behind the truck and alerts the driver to look at the display screen.
The Mine Safety & Health Administration (MSHA) uses camera systems in surface mining operations in lieu of spotter
personnel. MSHA has shown that video cameras improve safety around large vehicles and has urged mining operations to
employ this and other technology to reduce the chances of blind‐spot accidents. Other federal agencies are conducting
research on these additional safety devices for heavy equipment to warn drivers when someone is in their blind spot.
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Application
Cameras enable operators to see
into blind spots which are not visible
using mirrors on sight lines alone.

Strength
Operators and drivers can see
workers and other objects normally
out of their site enabling them to
stop if someone is close.

Limitation
Operators and drivers are often
focused on their task. If they do not
look in a monitor, they will not see
the danger.

Application

Strength

Limitation

Coupling radar or sonar with a
camera creates a more complete
system to warn the driver/ operator.
If an object enters into the field
observed by the radar or sonar, an
alarm is sounded prompting the
operator to look in his monitor.

This combination system overcomes
the weakness of cameras alone by
prompting the driver/operator to look
at the monitor when he/she might
otherwise be focused on a task.

This system relies solely on the
operator to respond. Workers on
foot are not warned when they are in
danger. Also, like the backup alarm,
operators may become calloused to
alarms which do not discriminate
between real dangers (workers
nearby) and other objects (dirt pile,
other equipment).

As a technology, RFID show a lot of promise. Some systems have a two‐way alarm warning feature, which enables both the
equipment operator and the worker to receive individually a warning alarm. The driver receives an alarm from a device
installed in the truck cab, and the worker receives an alarm from a device or tag that he uses on his belt. This means that
each person to be protected by an RFID must wear a tag. The RFID technology has two components: (1) a reader, which is a
device used to communicate with the (2) tag. The reader has at least one antenna that emits radio waves and receives signals
back from the tag. The tag is a microchip attached to an antenna that can be incorporated into a product, animal, person, etc.
It contains a unique serial number and can be either a passive or an active tag. Active tags have their own internal power
source, which is used to generate the outgoing signal, while passive tags reflect the radio waves coming from the reader
antenna. (5)
The RFID systems used for collision avoidance in mining do not produce false alarms since they detect only objects or
individuals using the tag. In theory, the applicability of this system can be extended to construction and maintenance work
zones.

Application
RFID systems can be used in any
situation where a worker on foot (or
another object) is likely to come into
close proximity of a moving vehicle.
The dual-warning system allows
both parties to react when the alarm
is triggered.
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Strength
RFID systems offer the most
comprehensive collision avoidance
protection because they alert both
the driver/operator and the worker
on foot when they are in close
proximity to one another. Because
the tag communicates with the
device observed by the
driver/operator, it eliminates the
false alarms when sonar or radar is
used.

Limitation
For RFID systems to work, each
exposed worker must wear a tag.
Application is therefore limited to
sites with controlled access. As the
technology is relatively new and its
use is not fully commercial, these
systems are still quite expensive
making their use on roadway
construction sites seem cost
prohibitive.
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Blind
B
Spot
S
Ac
ctivity
1. S
Stage a dum
mp truck (or other larg
ge piece of equipment)
e
) in an open
n area or pa
arking lot. If possible,
ssecure seve
eral differen
nt types of equipment
e
to demonsttrate how b
blind spots vvary from o
one piece of
e
equipment to
t another. Lock-out the
t vehicle and removve keys from
m cab. Insttruct one wo
orker to sit
in the cab and
a observe
e workers th
hrough his mirrors and
d windows.
2. P
Position em
mployees in various po
ositions arou
und the veh
hicle, includ
ding directlyy in front, on the rightsside and be
ehind the pa
arked truck.
s on foot to move to va
arious locattions, exten
nding distan
nces until th
he driver
3. Instruct the employees
ccan see the
em in the mirrors. Plac
ce cones on
n the groun
nd when the
ey become visible.
4. B
By completiing this exe
ercise aroun
nd the vehic
cle you will be able to obtain the length and width of
a
areas where
e workers are
a not visib
ble, helping
g them realiize the size
e and locatio
on of blind spots.

Variations: Park a heavy piece of eq
quipment an
nd stage a pickup trucck in different blind are
eas around
the e
equipment.. Let worke
ers sit in the
e operator’s
s seat to vissualize the blind areass. (Be sure
e to lock outt
the e
equipment and pickup
p when perfforming these types off exercises..)
er variations of these exercises
e
can
c be done
e by using d
different sizzed objectss to illustrate
e how blind
d
Othe
area
as change depending
d
upon the siize of the object. Gen
nerally, blind
d spots beccome largerr as objects
s
are closer to grround level.

Workerr on left side of
o
truck, as
a seen throug
gh
front, le
eft mirror.

Worker in
n front of truck
k
becomes visible as he
walks aw
way from cab.
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W
Worker behind truck,
inv
visible throug
gh windows
orr mirror.

Workerr on left side o
of truck,
visible if operator we
ere to
turn an
nd look out the
e window.

Bac
cking Safety
S
P
Program
m
Backking can be extremely ha
azardous. Backing
B
acciidents statisttically accou
unt
for a
approximately 50% of all fatalities inv
volving cons
struction equ
uipment in
road
dway work zo
ones. These
e accidents can also res
sult in seriou
us disabling
injuries. The following are some
s
practic
cal steps thatt should use
ed by driverss and
pede
estrian worke
ers to elimin
nate backing accidents.
ore Driving:
Befo
1
1. Ensure mirrors
m
are positioned
p
prroperly for th
he driver beffore operatin
ng the
vehicle.
2
2. While pic
ckup trucks generally arre not equipp
ped with bacckup alarms,, all
vehicles equipped with
w backup alarms
a
must be checked
d prior to
operation
n to ensure they are in proper
p
working condition
n.

Adjjust and clea
an mirrors;
c
check back-u
up alarm.

king:
Park
1
1. Avoid ba
acking whenever possiblle. Evaluate
e the area to
o find a route
e to
arrive at your destina
ation while moving
m
forwa
ard.
2
2. Keep the
e driver’s win
ndow down, and if possiible, the passsenger wind
dow
down wh
hen backing or driving in
n the vicinity of pedestria
an workers.
A
Avoid backin
ng; drive
w
with window
ws down.

3
3. Turn off radio or othe
er distracting
g devices.
4
4. Park in a manner wh
here you can
n leave in a forward
f
mottion. Pull strraight
through when
w
possib
ble. Remem
mber, the clos
sest space iis not alwayss the
best plac
ce. Choose a place thatt is free of co
ongestion. Y
You can see
e
more wh
hen you first arrive at any
y location, so if you musst back, this is the
time to do
d it.
5
5. Any time
e you have been
b
stationa
ary for more than 2 seco
onds, conditions
change. Get out of your
y
vehicle and walk arround it befo
ore moving.
Never tru
ust the scene you check
ked to stay th
he same. A person walking
three milles-per-hourr will travel 9 feet in 2 se
econds. A ch
hild riding a bike
at 10 miles-per-hourr will travel 30 feet in 2 seconds.

Park so you can exit
fforward; walk around
ve
ehicle before
e moving.

king:
Back
1
1. Always beep
b
your ho
orn 2 times before
b
reverrsing. This w
will alert othe
ers
that you are doing so
omething diffferent. Everyone shoul d be
trained/in
nformed thatt 2 beeps means you arre backing.
2
2. If your ve
ehicle is equ
uipped with a backup ala
arm it must b
be working. If it
is not wo
orking you arre required to
t fix it. In an emergenccy, if you must
finish the
e task at han
nd when the alarm stops
s working yo
ou must use a
spotter while
w
in reverse.
3
3. Always use
u all mirrors when bac
cking and pre
eferably alw
ways use a
spotter. You should always agre
ee on signals before baccking. Alwayys
back at an
a extremely
y low rate off speed (walk
king speed) and do not back
more tha
an 50 – 100 feet before stopping
s
and
d rechecking
g the area fo
or a
clear zon
ne. Evaluate
e the area fo
or more strin
ngent guideliines in confined
areas.
A‐2

Us
se a spotter tto assist in
ba
acking when possible.
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acking Hand S
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Pedestr
P
rian Wo
orkers
The primary cau
use of worker fatalities an
nd injuries in
n the heavy and highwayy
consstruction indu
ustry is being run-over or
o backed-ov
ver by motorrists and
consstruction equ
uipment—priimarily dump
p trucks. Wh
hile most wo
orkers assum
me the
biggest threat is an errant drriver who bre
eaches the barricades
b
a
and strikes
ct is most wo
orkers are killed by consstruction veh
hicles.
consstruction worrkers, the fac
The following ste
eps are critic
cal to the saffety of roadw
way construcction workerrs:
1
1. The area
a directly in front
f
or behin
nd trucks an
nd large equiipment is a
prohibited zone. Do not walk or work in front or behind tthe equipme
ent
unless yo
ou receive verbal and vis
sual commu
unication from
m the operator that
gnals
it is safe to do so. Do not approa
ach a vehicle
e unless the
e operator sig
his or her approval.

Do not sta
and directly in
front or behind equipme
ent.

2
2. Don’t be a victim of complacency
c
y. Stay alertt and do nott underestim
mate the
risk of tas
sks you perfform regularrly or fail to notice
n
a chan
nge in your
surround
dings. Be ca
areful not to stray
s
into op
pen traffic lan
nes or pathw
ways of
trucks de
elivering matterials.
3
3. Position yourself so that
t
you hav
ve peripheral vision of evverything in the area
where yo
ou are workin
ng. Don’t sttand in shadows or in are
reas where yyou may
be hard to
t see.
4
4. Create a routine to glance aroun
nd in all direc
ctions for aw
wareness of
surround
dings.

Don’t becom
me complace
ent
with rou
utine tasks.

5
5. Wear appropriate hig
gh-visibility garments
g
tha
at comply wiith industry
standards. Keep ves
st closed in front
f
and on sides to enssure visibilityy.
6
6. Listen for back-up ala
arms, horns or other sig
gnals warning
g you of nea
arby
vehicles. Don’t “learrn to ignore” alarms. Loo
ok up when you hear on
ne.
7
7. Stay in your assigned
d area. Rem
main behind barriers or o
other traffic control
d
to separate yo
ou from traffic
c and constrruction equip
pment.
devices designed
8
8. STAY AL
LERT! Whatt you don’t see
s can kill you.
y

Pause to loo
ok around an
nd
note activitties near you
u.

STAY
Y ALERT!
A‐4
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How
w Should I Usee OSHA
A?
The following exxercise is a “worst
“
case”” example of
o how an em
mployee migght have to respond to unsafe work
k
pracctices. This has
h been developed for teaching pu
urposes onlyy. ARTBA reecommendss you work w
with your
emp
ployer to ressolve safety concerns an
nd create a good
g
safety climate. Most responsible employyers are
anxious to solve
e safety prob
blems that are
a brought to their atteention. While contactin
ng OSHA sho
ould be a
last resort in mo
ost instancess, if you havve a serious concern for your safetyy, do not hessitate to con
ntact the
ncy, or if you
u are in a un
nion, you maay contact your local
agen
representative.
Scen
nario Part I: You have re
ecently beco
ome employe
ed with
Kareeless Contraccting, Inc. As a new emp
ployee, you are
a assignedd
to w
work as a flaggger, stoppin
ng traffic on a two‐way road
r
when itt
beco
omes necesssary for consstruction equ
uipment to cross
c
it.
You have never flagged
f
befo
ore, but yourr supervisor gives you a
few brief instrucctions in the morning and sends you to work.
You notice there
e are no sign
ns on the roaad, warning drivers
d
of
consstruction acttivities ahead
d.
Whaat should you
u do?
1. W
Walk away frrom the job..
2. TTell your sup
pervisor you are uncomffortable with
h the task,
b
but continue
e working.
3. A
Ask your sup
pervisor for more
m
trainin
ng and for traaffic control
ssigns.
4. C
Call OSHA
STOP AN
ND DISCUSS
ussion pointts: The third
d option is the best. If you
y feel unssafe and neeed more traiining or prottection, talk
k
Discu
to yo
our supervissor. Do not continue wo
orking if you
u feel there is an immin
nent danger until that co
oncern is
reso
olved. Do no
ot walk awayy from the job as that may
m be a
causse for disciplline.

nario Part II: You decide
e to talk to your supervissor. He
Scen
send
ds you to ano
other job. A week later,, you are asssigned
backk to the original site. The
ere are still no
n traffic control signs
and you have no
ot received any
a more traaining. When you
exprress your con
ncerns again
n to the supe
ervisor, he saays if you
are u
uncomfortab
ble, you are welcome to
o quit.

B‐
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Whaat should you
u do?
1. C
Continue to work.
2. R
Refuse to wo
ork.
3. A
Ask your fore
eman/superrvisor to consult with the
e company ssafety officeer.
4. C
Call your locaal union stew
ward.
STOP AN
ND DISCUSSS
Discu
ussion pointts: This is a very difficult situation, but ultimattely you are the one ressponsible for your
perssonal safety.. If you are legitimatelyy concerned about your safety, do n
not continuee working in
n an unsafe
job. You should
d seek help. Ask your su
upervisor to talk with th
he companyy safety officcer. If that o
option is nott
available, you may
m want to talk to anotther manage
er, senior su
upervisor, yo
our local union represen
ntative or
OSHA.

Scen
nario Part III: Since this is not a unio
on job, you don’t
d
have a steward to call. You
refusse to work in
n these unsaafe condition
ns, so your employer
e
givves you the ttask of
clean
ning all the portable
p
toilets on the site and gets another woorker to perfform the
flaggging operatio
on.

Outd
door
Joh
hn

Whaat should you
u do?
1. G
Get some go
ood rubber gloves.
g
2. TTell your sup
pervisor you will perform
m the flaggin
ng assignmennt.
3. C
Call OSHA.
4. Q
Quit.
Discu
ussion pointts: Your con
ntract or wo
ork agreement may dictaate the kind
d of work yo
ou are expeccted to
perfo
orm for you
ur employer.. In many in
nstances, you may have to perform the tasks yo
ou are assiggned. In a
unio
on environm
ment, your co
ollective barrgaining agre
eement mayy dictate your scope of duties. Agaain, your
safetty is your most importa
ant concern and you sho
ould not placce yourself in a dangero
ous situation
n. If other
workkers are placced in an un
nsafe environment and you
y have triied unsucceessfully to reesolve these hazards
with
h your emplo
oyer, you sh
hould get help. Call OSH
HA or your reepresentativve.
STOP AN
ND DISCUSS

Scen
nario Part IV
V: Now you feel
f frustrate
ed and angry so you deccide to call
OSHA. What sho
ould you be prepared to
o discuss when you file a complaint??
1. A
An explanation of the haazard to whicch you and/or your felloow
eemployees are
a exposed.
2. TThe number of workers exposed.
3. TThe type of work
w
you are
e doing.
4. YYour efforts to talk to yo
our employer about the problem.
5. H
How often yo
ou are in the
e dangerouss situation.
6. H
Has anyone been hurt, or
o have there
e been any “near‐misses
“
s.”
B‐
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STOP AN
ND DISCUSS
Discu
ussion pointts: All of the
e items liste
ed are relevaant to OSHA
A, but you neeed not have all the info
ormation
befo
ore you call to
t make a co
omplaint. In
n talking witth OSHA, yo
ou need to p
provide them
m with credible
inforrmation that your conce
ern is legitim
mate. The more
m
details you have, tthe more likely it will bee that OSHA
will prioritize yo
our complain
nt.
Scen
nario Part V:: You are ne
ervous aboutt filing a com
mplaint with OSHA since your boss
has aalready told you to quit if you feel unsafe. Who
o can you gett to file the ccomplaint
for yyou?
1. A co‐worker
2. A
An attorney
3. YYour local minister
4. YYour spouse
STOP AN
ND DISCUSS
Discu
ussion pointts: Any of th
he people lissted can issu
ue a complaaint on your behalf.
Agaiin, OSHA willl be reviewing the complaint to ensure it is leggitimate and
d filed by a
resp
ponsible persson who hass knowledge
e about the hazard.
Scen
nario Part V:: Your co‐wo
orker, who iss also worrie
ed about hiss safety, agreees to file a ccomplaint w
with OSHA.
How
w should he contact
c
the Area
A
or Regional OSHA Office?
O
1. G
Go online.
2. SSend a fax.
3. SSend a letterr.
4. M
Make a call.
STOP AN
ND DISCUSS
Discu
ussion pointts: You mayy contact OSSHA using an
ny of the meethods
listed above.
www
w.OSHA.gov
1‐80
00‐321‐OSHA
A
Scen
nario Part V:: You file a complaint
c
an
nd OSHA soo
on arrives too conduct an
n inspection. Shortly aftter the
inspeection, you are
a fired beccause the bo
oss says you are a troubllemaker and
d are stirringg up problem
ms. You
susp
pect it is becaause he knows you were
e involved in
n filing a com
mplaint with OSHA. Whaat can you do?
1. FFind a new jo
ob.
2. C
Complain to OSHA within 30 days off being fired..
3. W
Write a lette
er to the locaal paper exposing the disscriminationn.
4. H
Handout flye
ers at the job
bsite to yourr fellow emp
ployees exprressing your concerns.
B‐
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STOP AN
ND DISCUSS
ussion pointts: In this situation, opttion 2 is the best answeer, but you h
have a limiteed amount o
of time to
Discu
file tthe complain
nt. Remember if you do
o not contacct OSHA, and the emplo
oyer takes an action beccause you
are ccomplainingg to them ab
bout a safetyy issue, you may not be “protected.” Unless O
OSHA is contaacted, the
protection offerred in sectio
on 11C of the
e OSHA Act may
m not app
ply.
REVIIEW THE FOLLOWING:
Wheen you believve working conditions
c
arre unsafe orr unhealthfu l, you should
d call your employer's atttention to
the p
problem. If your
y
employyer does not correct the hazard or d isagrees witth you aboutt the extent of the
hazaard, you also
o may file a complaint
c
wiith OSHA.
Refu
using to do a job because
e of potentiaally unsafe workplace
w
coonditions is n
not ordinarily an employyee right
undeer the OSH Act.
A (Your un
nion contract or state law
w may, how ever, give yo
ou this right, but OSHA ccannot
enfo
orce it.) Refusing to workk may result in disciplinaary action byy the employyer. Howeveer, employeees do have
the rright to refuse to do a jo
ob if they believe in good
d faith that tthey are exp
posed to an imminent daanger.
"Goo
od faith" me
eans that eve
en if an imm
minent dange
er is not founnd to exist, tthe worker h
had reasonable grounds
to beelieve that itt did exist.
But, as a general rule, you do not have the
t right to walk
w off the job becausee of unsafe cconditions. Iff you do and
d
yourr employer fires or discip
plines you, OSHA
O
may no
ot be able too protect you. So, stay o
on the job un
ntil the
prob
blem can be resolved.
Yourr right to refuse to do a task
t
is prote
ected if all off the followinng condition
ns are met:
 Where possible, you have asked the employyer to eliminaate the dangger, and the employer faailed to do
so; and
 You refussed to work in "good faith." This me
eans that youu must genu
uinely believve that an im
mminent
danger exists. Your refusal canno
ot be a disgu
uised attemppt to harass your employer or disrup
pt business;
and
 A reasonable person would agree that there
e is a real dannger of deatth or seriouss injury; and
 There isn
n't enough time, due to the
t urgency of the haza rd, to get it corrected th
hrough regular
enforcem
ment channe
els, such as requesting
r
an OSHA insppection.
Wheen all of thesse conditionss are met, yo
ou take the following
f
steeps:
 Ask your employer to
o correct the
e hazard;
 Ask your employer fo
or other worrk;
 Tell your employer th
hat you won
n't perform the
t work unlless and unttil the hazard
d is corrected; and
 Remain at
a the workssite until ordered to leavve by your em
mployer.
If your employerr discriminattes against you
y for refussing to perfoorm the danggerous workk, contact OSSHA
imm
mediately.
Sourrce: http://w
www.osha.gov/as/opa/w
worker/refusse.html
B‐
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INTERNAL TRAFFIC CONTOL PLAN DRAWING
Name:__________________________ Date:________________ Job Location:____________________________

Internal Traffic Control Plan Development Check List
Ideas to Consider for ITCP Drawing

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Draw basic work area layout, which can be taken from project drawings or the traffic control plan
Plot where work activities will take place
Plot the vehicle access points
Identify where equipment will be backing and create pedestrian free zones
Plot how workers will get to and from work areas
Draw the traffic flow for large equipment
Determine the storage areas
Plot how materials will get to and from staging areas
Establish parking areas for workers and visitors
Establish restroom and break areas
Plot utilities
Write notes to explain the diagram and specify duties of personnel

Exercise: Using the following worksheets and the checklist above, practice sketching an
internal traffic control plan for an operation of your choice, or use the included drawings.
Remember to include safe traffic control principles, including:






Limit vehicle backing
Control vehicle access points
Isolate workers from vehicle and equipment movements
Design buffer spaces to protect workers from vehicles and equipment
Consider use of signage

C‐1
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Workplace Safety and Health

Fatal occupational injuries
at road construction sites,
2003–07

Table 1.

Stephen Pegula

During the 5 years from 2003 to
2007, 639 workers were killed at
road construction sites, according
to data from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI) program.1 The
majority of these fatal occupational
injuries were incurred by workers in
the highway, street, and bridge construction industry.2
This report is an update of an earlier analysis of fatal occupational injuries at road construction sites from
1995–2002 that was published in the
December 2004 issue of the Monthly
Labor Review.3 While total fatal occupational injuries declined nearly 10
percent from 1995 to 2007, fatal occupational injuries at road construction sites have increased in number
and as a percentage of all fatal occupational injuries. (See table 1.)
There are many ways to define
a road construction site. The CFOI
program defines road construction sites as including construction,
maintenance, or utility work on a
road, highway, or street. The 2009
edition of the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices from the Federal Highway Administration defines work zones as follows:
A work zone is an area of a highway with construction, maintenance, or utility work activities.

Stephen Pegula is an economist in the Office
of Safety, Health, and Working Conditions,
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Email: Pegula_S@
bls.gov.

Fatal occupational injuries
at road construction sites by
year and percentage of all
fatal occupational injuries,
1995–2007

Year

1995...........................
1996...........................
1997...........................
1998...........................
1999...........................
2000...........................
2001...........................
2002...........................
2003...........................
2004...........................
2005...........................
2006...........................
2007...........................

Fatalities

94
93
94
113
124
106
118
102
110
119
165
139
106

Percentage
of all
fatalities
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.9
2.0
1.8
2.0
1.8
2.0
2.1
2.9
2.4
1.9

A work zone is typically marked
by signs, channelizing devices,
barriers, pavement markings, and/
or work vehicles. It extends from
the first warning sign or highintensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights on a vehicle
to the END ROAD WORK sign
or the last TTC [temporary traffic
control] device.4

The manual also details several
elements commonly found at road
construction sites, including proper
signage, channeling devices such as
cones and barricades, buffer spaces
and lane tapering to protect workers,
and flagger control. It also provides
diagrams and procedures for sample
work zones based on the type of lane
closures required.
This report focuses on the events
that resulted in the fatal work injuries at road construction sites as defined by the CFOI program over the
2003–07 period.

Overall
From 2003 to 2007, there were 639
fatal occupational injuries that occurred at road construction sites,
which accounted for 2 percent of
fatal occupational injuries overall.
During these 5 years, the high was
in 2005 (165 fatalities) and the low
was in 2007 (106 fatalities).
Male workers accounted for over
97 percent of the fatal work injuries
at road construction sites, compared
with 93 percent for all fatal work injuries and 99 percent for fatal work
injuries in the construction industry.5
Hispanic or Latino workers were
slightly more likely to be killed at a
road construction site than they were
in all fatal workplace injuries.
Just under 17 percent of the workers killed at road construction sites
from 2003 to 2007 were born outside
of the United States. Almost 80 percent of these foreign-born workers
were Hispanic or Latino. Approximately 2 out of every 3 foreign-born
workers killed at a road construction
site were born in Mexico. Texas had
the largest number (31) of fatal occupational injuries incurred by foreignborn workers at road construction
sites.

Focus on fatal events
The most common event6 associated
with fatal occupational injuries incurred at a road construction site was
worker struck by vehicle, mobile equipment. Of the 639 total fatal occupational injuries at road construction
sites during the 2003–07 period, 305
were due to a worker being struck by
a vehicle or mobile equipment. (See
table 2.)
More workers were killed by construction-related vehicles or equipMonthly Labor Review • November 2010 37
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Workplace Safety and Health
Table 2.

Fatal occupational injuries
at road construction sites
due to workers being struck
by vehicles or mobile equipment by type of vehicle or
mobile equipment, 2003–07

Vehicle, equipment
All cases..............................................
Truck....................................................
Dump..............................................
Pickup.............................................
Semi................................................
Car........................................................
Steam roller, road paver...............
Grader, leveler, planer, scraper..
Van.......................................................
Backhoe.............................................

Fatalities
305
177
73
32
23
70
15
9
8
5

ment7 (38 percent) than by cars,
tractor-trailer trucks, and vans (33
percent). This finding was consistent
with the 1995–2002 data.
A total of 100 fatally injured
workers (33 percent) were employed
as construction laborers. Another
37 (12 percent) were employed as
highway maintenance workers.
First-line construction supervisors
and managers accounted for 28
(9 percent) of the fatalities, while
crossing guards (including flaggers)
accounted for 27 fatalities (9 percent).
Some other important characteristics
involving this type of fatal work
injury are as follows:
• Workers were fatally struck
101 times by a vehicle or mobile equipment that was backing up. In 60 of these cases, the
worker was fatally struck by a
dump truck that was backing
up.
• In the cases in which the worker was struck by a vehicle backing up, there were 25 cases in
which the back-up alarm was
referenced in the case narrative. In 11 of these cases, the
back-up alarm of the vehicle
38

or mobile equipment was not
functioning or did not exist. In
14 of these cases, the back-up
alarm of the vehicle or mobile
equipment was functioning but
did not alert the decedent.

• Sixty one workers were killed
while directing or flagging
traffic.

• Ten workers were killed by
drunk drivers.
The next most common event
leading to a workplace fatality at a
road construction site was a highway
or nonhighway incident.8 A total of
153 workers were killed at road construction sites in highway or nonhighway incidents. Of these, 87 (57
percent) were due to a collision. In 42
of these collision cases, the decedent
was driving a tractor trailer. In 47
of the cases, the decedent’s vehicle
struck a tractor trailer. (There were
25 cases in which the decedent’s
tractor trailer struck another tractor
trailer.)
Forty fatal workplace injuries resulted from an overturned vehicle or
mobile equipment; the decedent was
driving a steam roller or road paver
in 15 of these cases. There were 21
cases of a victim falling from a vehicle; the decedent was then struck
by the vehicle in 15 of the cases.
Over the 2003–07 period, workers at road construction sites were
fatally struck by a falling object 34
times. In 8 cases, the object fell from
a crane (or the crane itself was the
falling object), while 4 cases involved
the object falling from a backhoe.
A total of 31 workers died as a result of fatal falls at road construction
sites. Of these, 24 occurred at bridge/
overpass construction sites. In the 23
instances in which the height was
known for the fall at a bridge/overpass construction site, the median
height of the fall was 50 feet.

Twenty three workers were killed
as a result of contact with electric current at a road construction site. In total, 21 of these cases involved contact
with overhead power lines. In 15 of
these cases, a machine or item contacted the power lines and electrocuted the decedent rather than the
decedent contacting the power lines
directly.

Location and time
Approximately 11 percent of fatal
workplace injuries at road construction sites occurred in Texas. Florida,
California, Georgia, and Pennsylvania also have a sizable number of fatal occupational injuries that occur at
road construction sites. (See table 3.)
In terms of time and date, fatalities at road construction sites tend to
be more clustered around the traditional work time and workdays than
workplace fatalities in general. For
example, approximately 70 percent
of road construction site fatalities
during the 2003–07 period occurred
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and
4:59 p.m. (See table 4.) The corresponding figure for all workplace
fatalities during that time was ap-
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Table 3. Fatal occupational injuries
at road construction sites by
State of incident, 2003–07
State

Percentage
of road
construction
site fatalities

Percentage
of all
fatalities

Texas..................

11

9

Florida...............

7

7

California.........

5

8

Georgia.............

5

4

Pennsylvania..

5

4

Ohio...................

4

3

Illinois................

4

3

Indiana.............

4

3

Colorado..........

3

2

Tennessee........

3

3

Table 4. Fatal occupational injuries
at road construction sites by
time of incident, 2003–07
Time of incident1

Percentage
Percentage
of road
of all
construction
fatalities
site fatalities

12:00 a.m.–12:59 a.m....
1:00 a.m.–1:59 a.m.........
2:00 a.m.–2:59 a.m.........
3:00 a.m.–3:59 a.m.........
4:00 a.m.–4:59 a.m.........
5:00 a.m.–5:59 a.m.........
6:00 a.m.–6:59 a.m.........
7:00 a.m.–7:59 a.m.........
8:00 a.m.–8:59 a.m.........
9:00 a.m.–9:59 a.m.........
10:00 a.m.–10:59 a.m....
11:00 a.m.–11:59 a.m....
12:00 p.m.–12:59 p.m...
1:00 p.m.–1:59 p.m........
2:00 p.m.–2:59 p.m........
3:00 p.m.–3:59 p.m........
4:00 p.m.–4:59 p.m........
5:00 p.m.–5:59 p.m........
6:00 p.m.–6:59 p.m........
7:00 p.m.–7:59 p.m........
8:00 p.m.–8:59 p.m........
9:00 p.m.–9:59 p.m........
10:00 p.m.–10:59 p.m...
11:00 p.m.–11:59 p.m...

2
2
2
2
1
2
2
5
8
8
8
9
6
9
10
8
5
3
2
<.5
1
1
1
3

1
2
2
2
2
2
3
4
6
7
8
8
6
8
8
7
6
4
3
3
2
2
2
2

Industry and occupation

A total of 11 cases for road construction sites
and 1,779 cases overall had an unknown time
of incident. Percentages were calculated using the number of cases with known time of
incident data.

1

Table 5.

Fatal occupational injuries
at road construction sites by
day of week, 2003–07

Day of week

Sunday...............
Monday..............
Tuesday..............
Wednesday.......
Thursday............
Friday..................
Saturday.............

Percentage
of road
Percentage of
construction all fatalities
site fatalities
3
18
18
21
18
18
5

7
17
17
17
17
16
10

proximately 64 percent. In addition,
while almost 93 percent of fatal occupational injuries incurred at road
construction sites happened on a
weekday, just under 84 percent of
all workplace fatalities occurred on a
weekday. (See table 5.)
Finally, occupational fatalities at
road construction sites are more likely to occur between April and October than are occupational fatalities in
general. Workplace fatalities at road
construction sites during the April–
October corridor account for 73 percent of the total, while all workplace
fatalities during the April–October
corridor account for 62 percent of
the total. In 2007, 65 percent of the
hours worked in the highway, street,
and bridge construction industry
were in the April–October corridor.9
(See table 6.)

Not surprisingly, 500 of those
workers fatally injured at road construction sites were working in the
construction industry (private and
public). Approximately 62 percent
of all fatally injured workers were
employed in the highway, street, and
bridge construction industry. Other
notable industries included truck
transportation (8 percent), engineering services (2 percent), and utilities
(2 percent).
Government workers constituted
14 percent of all fatalities at road
construction sites from 2003–07.
During that same period, they constituted 9 percent of all workplace
fatalities.
Those working in the occupation
construction laborers incurred 28
percent of fatal occupational injuries

Table 6.

Fatal occupational injuries
at road construction sites by
month of incident, 2003–07

Month

Percentage
of road
construction
site fatalities

Percentage
of all
fatalities

January..........
February.......
March.............
April................
May.................
June................
July.................
August...........
September...
October.........
November....
December....

5
5
6
9
9
11
13
9
10
11
6
6

8
7
8
8
8
9
10
10
8
9
8
7

at road construction sites from 2003
to 2007.10 In fact, two-thirds of the
workers killed at road construction
sites were construction-related workers. (See table 7.)

Conclusion
Fatal occupational injuries at road
construction sites accounted for 2 percent of all fatal occupational injuries
from 2003 to 2007. Workers at road
construction sites were often injured
by being struck by a vehicle or mobile
equipment. In fact, almost 10 percent
of the fatalities resulted from a worker
being struck by a dump truck that was
backing up. Twenty-five cases involved
a worker being struck by a vehicle that
did not employ a back-up alarm or
whose back-up alarm did not alert
the worker. Drunk drivers caused the
death of 10 workers in road construction sites during the 5-year period.
Several entities have made increasing safety at road construction sites
a priority.11
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Workplace Safety and Health
Table 7.

Fatal occupational injuries at road construction sites by occupation, 2003–07
Occupation

Fatalities

Most frequent event

Construction laborer..................................................................................

181

Truck drivers, heavy and tractor trailer................................................

76

Highway incident (45)

Worker struck by vehicle, mobile equipment (100)

First-line supervisors/managers of construction trades and
extraction workers..................................................................................

52

Worker struck by vehicle, mobile equipment (28)

Operating engineers and other construction equipment
operators....................................................................................................

51

Nonhighway incident (17)

Highway maintenance workers.............................................................

41

Worker struck by vehicle, mobile equipment (37)

Paving, surfacing, and tamping equipment operators.................

35

Worker struck by vehicle, mobile equipment (17)

Crossing guards...........................................................................................

28

Worker struck by vehicle, mobile equipment (27)

Construction managers............................................................................

14

Worker struck by vehicle, mobile equipment (7)

Notes
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All data in this analysis are from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Census
of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI). For
more information, see the CFOI homepage
on the BLS Web site at http://www.bls.gov/
iif/oshcfoi1.htm. All data in this report are
final. A previous analysis (see note 3) found
that the location code for road construction
was not being assigned uniformly throughout
the data set during this period. Starting in
2003, the CFOI program incorporated a more
rigorous examination of road construction
site cases that included many of the
techniques used in the analysis to identify
road construction site cases to ensure that the
location code is properly assigned. Because
of this enhanced review, no additional case
identification measures were undertaken for
this analysis. There were, however, a few cases
in which the coded data were changed after a
review of the case narrative.
1

2
The 2002 North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS), which
CFOI used to code its 2003-08 data,
defines the highway, street, and bridge
construction industry as follows: “This
industry comprises establishments primarily
engaged in the construction of highways
(including elevated), streets, roads, airport
runways, public sidewalks, or bridges. The

40

work performed may include new work,
reconstruction, rehabilitation, and repairs.
Specialty trade contractors are included in
this group if they are engaged in activities
primarily related to highway, street, and
bridge construction (e.g., installing guardrails
on highways).” For more information, see
the definition for this industry on the 2002
NAICS page of the U.S. Census Bureau Web
site at http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/
naics/naicsrch?code=237310.
3
Stephen Pegula, “Fatal occupational
injuries at road construction sites,” Monthly
Labor Review, December 2004, pp. 43–47, on
the Internet at http://www.bls.gov/opub/
mlr/2004/12/resum2.pdf.

For more information, see Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and
Highways, 2009 edition (Federal Highway
Administration, December 2009), on the
Internet at http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/
pdfs/2009/pdf_index.htm (visited Nov. 12,
2010); see page 552 for cited definition.
4

5
This includes both the private and
public sector construction industry.

Event is defined using the Occupational
Injury and Illness Classification System
(OIICS). For more information, see the
OIICS page on the BLS Web site at http://
www.bls.gov/iif/oshoiics.htm.
6

OIICS is also used to classify the
source of the fatal occupational injury.
Construction-related vehicles are defined
as dump trucks (source 8252 in OIICS)
and construction, logging, and mining
7
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machinery (source category 32*). The
construction,
logging,
and
mining
machinery category includes backhoes,
bulldozers, steam shovels, loaders, scrapers,
and pavers.

8
These events are separate from the
worker struck by vehicle, mobile equipment,
events noted previously in that these events
originate with the worker operating the
vehicle, mobile equipment, prior to the
incident.

Hours data are from the Current
Employment Statistics (CES) survey and are
not seasonally adjusted. The CES uses the
2007 North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) to classify industries. More
information on the CES program can be
found on the BLS Web site at http://www.
bls.gov/ces/.
9

10
CFOI defines occupations using the 2000
Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
system. For more information, see the SOC
(2000) page on the BLS Web site at http://
www.bls.gov/soc/2000/socguide.htm.

For more information on safety measures at road construction sites, see Workplace Safety & Health Topics, National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH), Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, on the Internet at http://
www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/highwayworkzones/; also, the National Work Zone
Safety Information Clearinghouse, on the
Internet at http://www.workzonesafety.
org/ (visited Nov. 12, 2010).
11
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